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Appliqué Quilt
Finished Size: 72" x 92"
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Cottage Charm
     by Jacquelynne Steves



Page 1Cottage Charm
Materials for the Pieced Quilt

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Pieced Quilt

Sewing Instructions for the Pieced Quilt
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with pieces 
held right sides together and raw edges even. 

¾ yard  Blue Birds   9624-11
⅞ yard  Brown Dot   9626-33
      (includes binding)
⅞ yard  Yellow Dot   9626-44
⅝ yard  Cream Floral   9627-44
⅜ yard  Pink Gingham   9628-22
¾ yard  Yellow Gingham   9628-44
⅜ yard  Green Medallion   9629-66
2¼ yards  Blue Stripe   9630-11
4¼ yards  Cream Birds   9624-44
      (for quilt backing)

From the blue birds, cut:
     (3) 6½" strips. Recut into (18) 6½" x 6½" squares.
From the brown dot, cut:
     (2) 3½" strips. 
     (7) 2¼" strips for the binding.
From the yellow dot, cut:
    (1) 9¾" strip. Recut into (2) 9¾" x 9¾" squares. Cut
 each square in half on both diagonals to make
 a total of (8) triangles.
    (2) 6½" strips. Recut into (8) 6½" x 6½" squares.
From the cream floral, cut:
    (1) 18¼" strip. Recut into (1) 18¼" x 18¼" and (2) 9⅜" x 9⅜"  
 squares. Cut the 18¼" square in half on both diagonals  
 to make (4) triangles.  Cut each 9⅜" square in half on  
 one diagonal to make a total of (4) triangles.
From the pink gingham, cut:
    (6) 1½" strips for the inner border.
From the yellow gingham, cut:
    (1) 6½" strip.
   (4) 3½" strips.
From the green medallion, cut:
    (2) 3½" strips
From the blue stripe, cut:
    (8) 6½" strips for the outer border.
   (24) 3½" x 3½" squares, fussy cut, so that a large blue
 stripe runs from one corner to the opposite
 diagonal corner.

1. Sewing lengthwise, stitch together 3½" 
green medallion and 3½" yellow gingham 
strips, to yield a strip set measuring 6½" high 
from raw edge to raw edge. From this strip set, 
cut (6) 3½" wide segments.
2. Sewing lengthwise, stitch together 3½" brown 
dot and 3½" yellow gingham strips, to yield a 
strip set measuring 6½" high from raw edge to 
raw edge. From this strip set, cut (6) 3½" wide 
segments.

3. Stitch together strip set segments from steps 1 and 2, as 
shown, noting orientation, to make (1) four-patch block, 
measuring 6½", from raw edge to raw edge, in both directions. 
Repeat to make a total of (6) four-patch blocks.

4. Stitch 3½" green medallion and brown dot strips to opposite 
long sides of a 6½" yellow gingham strip, to yield a strip set 
measuring 12½" high, from raw edge to raw edge. From this strip 
set, cut (12) 3½" wide segments.

5. Place (4) 3½" fussy cut, blue stripe, squares into (2) rows with 
(2) squares in each row, noting orientation of each square as 
shown. Stitch the squares into rows and sew the rows together to 
make (1) Puss in the Corner block center unit, measuring 6½", 
from raw edge to raw edge, in both directions. Repeat to make a 
total of (6) Puss in the Corner block center units.

6. Stitch 3½" x 6½" yellow gingham pieces to the top and 
bottom of a Puss in the Corner block center unit from step 5. 
Sew strip set segments from step 4 to the left and right sides of 
the block center unit, noting orientation to complete (1) Puss in 
the Corner Block, measuring 12½", from raw edge to raw edge, 
in both directions. Repeat to make a total of (6) Puss in the 
Corner Blocks.

7. Arrange the four-patch blocks, Puss in the Corner Blocks, 
6½" blue birds squares, 6½" yellow dot squares, 9¾" yellow 
dot triangles, and 18¼" cream floral triangles into (6) diagonal 
rows, using the quilt pictured on the cover as a guide to correct 
placement. Stitch the units into rows. Sew the rows together. 
Stitch a 9⅜" cream floral triangle to each corner to complete the 
quilt center.
8. Trim the selvages from the 1½" pink gingham inner border 
strips. Stitch the strips together, end to end, to make a long 1½" 
strip. From this long strip, cut (2) 53½" and (2) 51½" lengths. 
Stitch a shorter length to the left and right sides of the quilt top. 
Sew a longer length to the top and bottom.
9. Trim the selvages from the 6½" blue stripe strips. Sew (2) 
strips together, end to end, to make a long 6½" strip. Repeat to 
make a total of (4) outer border units. Matching center points, 
stitch a blue stripe border unit to each side of the quilt top, 
starting and stopping each seam 1/4" from the outer edge of the 
quilt. Using the method of your choice, miter each corner.
12. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and backing and 
quilt as desired. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" brown dot 
strips.
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Page 2Cottage Charm
Materials for the Appliqué Quilt

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Appliqué Quilt

All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with pieces 
held right sides together and raw edges even. 

Sewing Instructions for the Appliqué Quilt

Appliqué

1⅛ yards  Printed Panel  9623P-11
1⅛ yards  Blue Dot  9626-11
⅝ yard  Brown Dot  9626-33
2 yards  Cream Floral  9627-44
1½ yards  Red Floral  9627-88
⅞ yard  Yellow Gingham  9628-44
2⅜ yards  Red Gingham  9628-88
      (includes binding)
1¾ yards  Blue Stripe  9630-11
5¾ yards  Cream Birds  9624-44
      (for quilt backing)
All supplies necessary for your preferred method of appliqué.

From the printed panel, cut:
     (18) 7½" x 7½" squares, with a printed motif centered
 in both directions in each cut square.
From the blue dot, cut:
     (2) 7½" strips. 
     (5) 2" strips. Recut into (24) 2" x 7½" pieces.
From the brown dot, cut:
     (6) 2" strips. 
From the cream floral, cut:
    (6) 10½" strips. Recut into (17) 10½" x 10½" squares. 
From the red floral, cut:
    (1) 7½" strip.
   (9) 3½" strips for the outer border.
   (3) 2" strips. Recut into (12) 2" x 7½" pieces.
From the red gingham, cut:
    (7) 2½" strips for the inner border.
   (9) 2¼" strips for the binding.
From the green medallion, cut:
    (2) 3½" strips
From the blue stripe, cut:
    (9) 6½" strips for the middle border.
Reserve all remaining fabric for appliqué.

1. Sewing lengthwise, stitch 2" brown dot strips to each long side 
of a 7½" blue dot strip, yielding a strip set measuring 10½" high 
from raw edge to raw edge. Repeat to make a second strip set. 
From these strip sets, cut (24) 2" wide segments. Repeating this 
procedure, stitch 2" brown dot strips to each long side of a 7½" 
red floral strip, to yield a strip set measuring 10½" high from raw 
edge to raw edge. From this strip set, cut (12) 2" wide segments.

2. Stitch 2" x 7½" blue dot pieces to the top and bottom of a 7½" 
printed panel square. Sew strip set segments from step 1 to the 
left and right sides of the printed square to complete (1) 10½" 
blue dot block. Repeat to make a total of (12) blue dot blocks.

Repeat this procedure, substituting red floral pieces for the blue 
dot pieces,to make a total of  (6) 10½" red floral blocks. 

3. Arrange the (17) appliqué blocks, the (12) blue dot blocks, and 
the (6) red floral blocks into (7) rows with (5) blocks in each row. 
Stitch the blocks into rows. Sew the rows together to complete 
the quilt center.
4. Trim the selvages from the 2½" red gingham strips. Sew the 
strips together, end to end, to make a long 2½" strip. From this 
long strip, cut (2) 70½" and (2) 54½" lengths. Stitch the longer 
lengths to the left and right sides of the quilt top. Sew the 
shorter lengths to the top and bottom.
5. Trim the selvages from the 6½" blue stripe strips. Sew the 
strips together, end to end, to make a long 6½" strip. From this 
long strip, cut (2) 92½" and (2) 72½" lengths. Matching center 
points, stitch a longer blue stripe border unit to the left and right 
sides of the quilt top, starting and stopping each seam 1/4" from 
the outer edge of the quilt. Again matching center points, stitch 
a shorter blue stripe border unit to the top and bottom of the 
quilt top, starting and stopping each seam 1/4" from the outer 
edge of the quilt. Using you preferred method, miter each corner.
6. Trim the selvages from the 3½" red floral strips. Sew the 
strips together, end to end, to make a long 3½" strip. From this 
long strip, cut (2) 86½" and (2) 72½" lengths. Stitch the longer 
lengths to the left and right sides of the quilt top. Sew the 
shorter lengths to the top and bottom.
7. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and backing 
and quilt as desired. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" red 
gingham strips.

1. Using template plastic and the paper patterns provided, make 
templates for the large flower petal unit, small flower petal unit, 
large flower center, and small flower center. Please note that the 
templates are full size, are not reversed and do not include seam 
allowance. 
2. As necessary for your preferred method of appliqué, prepare: 
(17) large flower petal units from the red gingham, (17) small 
flower petal units from the yellow gingham, (17) large flower 
centers from the blue dot, and (17) small flower centers from 
the blue dot.
3. Layer large and small flower petal units and large and small 
flower centers onto the right side of a 10½" cream floral square, 
with the motifs centered on the background square in both 
directions. Appliqué the motifs to the background square using 
the method of your choice. Repeat to make a total of (17) 
appliqué blocks.



Cottage Charm Fabrics in the Collection

9629-44
Yellow Medallions

9623P-11
Printed Panel

9627-44
Cream Floral

9625-11
Blue Bugs

9628-88
Red Gingham

9627-11
Blue Floral

9624-44
Cream Birds

9626-44
Yellow Dot

9624-11
Blue Birds

9630-22
Pink Stripe

9628-44
Yellow Gingham

9626-33
Brown Dot

9630-11
Blue Stripe

9628-22
Pink Gingham

9626-11
Blue Dot

9629-66
Green Medallions

9627-88
Red Floral

9625-66
Green Bugs


